
Best Practice-1 

Title of the Practice : 1) The facility of study room for the students of college who are preparing for 

various competitive and university exam. The Goals of this practice are  

 The aim of this practice is to provide facilities of reading room to the college students. 

 To create study environment among the students. 

 Many students get benefits from this practice using study room for various exams. 

 Context :- Most of the students are from rural areas and they belong to economically backward family. 

They are tenants and hostellers of single and small size room. These rooms are situated in crowded 

areas so that the students cannot get healthy and suitable environment for the study. These students 

cannot afford to purchase important magazines, competitive books and internet facilities. The College 

has decided to complete their needs and provide them such support by established the study room for 

the preparation of competitive and university examination. 

B) Practice :- Through this practice the college has provided  physical infrastructure, seating 

arrangement, various books, magazines and internet facilities (E-suvidha, Opac with Six Computers) for 

the forty students.  

C) Evidence of success:- Study materials like reference books, Books for competitive exam, Monthly 

Journals are made available for the students. Many needy students attend the reading room and  get 

benefits of it for the preparation of university and competitive exams. Through this practice many 

students are getting higher education in various subjects of their concerned faculties. Many students 

attend the reading room in their vacant time and get benefit while studying there.  

D) Problem Encountered and Resources Required :- The study room requires more space and computers 

facilities. The study room remains close only in the holidays. Notebooks of competitive examination 

should have updated regularly. 

      

 

 



Best Practice-2 

Title of the practice:  Donation of files to the students of B. Com. Final Year. The goal of this  practice are  

 To motivate and encourage the students for future educational purposes. 

 Its useful for the needy and economically poor students. 

 It makes students aware toward institutional values and its distinctiveness. 

 Context:- In order to motivate students for their academic purpose, institutional commerce faculty has 

taken an initiative to donate documental files to the students of final year. It aims to provide formal help 

and nurture institutional values and distinctiveness among the students. As a responsible institutional 

aid its useful for  the students who learnt there for three years.  

B) The Practice :- Since last five years  commerce faculty has been donating free and costly files to the 

students of final year. Through this practice more than hundred students get benefits per year. On 11th 

march 2018 institutional commerce faculty donated files to 102 students of the commerce faculty which 

motivate and encourage them for further academic purposes while making students obliged toward 

institutional values, distinctiveness and importance.  

C) Evidence of success:- Needy and economical poor students get benefit in their difficult time. It is not 

possible for every students to purchase costly and useful files for their future education. Their important 

documents and certificates are kept safe and secure and for forthcoming interviews it proves too useful. 

It will make a positive attitude towards college and build a good relationship within college students and 

their parents. It encourages the students to maintain regularity in the college.  

D)  Problems Encountered  Resources Required:- Due to this practice other institutional faculties like 

Arts and science also decided  and planned to implement such type of activities which will motivate and 

encourage the students of their faculties. Adequate financial resources and their fulfillment was a 

challenged.   

        

 


